
About MBO Partners®

How to Uncover and Resolve Compliance Issues

MISSION
At MBO Partners, our mission is to make it easier for enterprise 
organizations and top independent professionals to work together. 
For more than 20 years, we’ve been leading the charge to keep the 
independent economy moving forward, building a unique, dual-sided 
ecosystem comprising many of the world’s most prominent companies 
and in-demand professionals.

MBO has always been committed to advancing the next way of 
working, and we are far from done. We’ll continue to drive change 
on the ground, delivering innovative solutions that enable both 

organizations and talent to thrive in a constantly evolving workplace.

FAST FACTS 
 ▪ CEO: Gene Zaino. Meet the rest of the leadership team here.

 ▪ Founded in 1996

 ▪ Headquarters: Herndon, Virginia

 ▪ MBO Partners has served the needs of more than 60,000 
independent professionals and nearly 4,000 companies, and 
is a preferred vendor of America’s largest corporations and 
the US government, including over 30 of the Fortune 100, 
helping them to secure top independent talent quickly and 

compliantly.

RESEARCH
MBO Partners is the leading expert on America’s independent 
workforce. The annual State of Independence Report offers in-depth 
analysis of the independent workforce, key trends, demographics, and 
more. The State of Independence is the longest-running longitudinal 
study of its kind. View MBO’s research online here.

MBO ACCESS 
DEVELOP YOUR INDEPENDENT 
PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY
MBO offers everything you need to build 
and maintain your own community of top 
independent professionals and match 
them with open roles—all within the MBO 

marketplace.

ENGAGE TOP TALENT COMPLIANTLY
We offer a combination of self-service 
tools and expert support that eases the 
onboarding experience for the members of 
your independent professional community 
and streamlines tasks for engagement 
managers while providing a simplified, 

complaint process for you.

MANAGE YOUR INDEPENDENT 
WORKFORCE SEAMLESSLY
MBO has the only complete collection of 
management tools, services and high-touch 
support that streamlines administration for 
all and provides data-driven intelligence to 
scale and optimize your independent talent 
program.

CONTACT
EnterpriseSales@MBOPartners.com

MBO Partners delivers solutions that make it safer and easier for enterprise organizations and top independent 
professionals to work together. Through its proprietary platform, MBO has built a comprehensive workforce ecosystem 
that fuels both sides of the independent economy. MBO strengthens relationships, minimizes risk, and maximizes 
value for its clients. Its unmatched experience and industry leadership enable it to operate on the forefront of the 
independent economy and consistently advance the next way of working.

FOLLOW MBO ON SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.mbopartners.com/meet-the-team/
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